The GEN

Term 3, Week 1
Thursday, 25th July, 2019

The Moon as evidence for God
During the holidays, the 50th anniversary of the moon landing
occurred and many of you would have watched documentaries
celebrating this extraordinary achievement. But have you ever
stopped to consider that the existence of the moon is even
more extraordinary than merely our landing on it? In fact, the
moon provides very strong evidence for the existence of
God.
Consider for example, solar eclipses. Solar eclipses are an
amazing phenomena. They occur when the sun, moon and earth
are aligned so that the moon seems to pass in front of the sun and
perfectly covers the sun. This is only possible because the moon is 400 times smaller than
the sun, but is also 400 times closer to earth than the sun. This is a mindbogglingly
incredible coincidence which means that the moon appears to be EXACTLY the same size
as the sun. The result is that during a solar eclipse, the moon EXACTLY covers the sun (to
within half a degree) but DOESN’T cover the sun’s chromosphere and corona. This has
enabled scientists to make some hugely important discoveries.
Yet solar eclipses are only possible because of this extraordinary “coincidence” of the
moon’s size and position relative to the sun. Do you have any idea how astronomically
small the chances are that our planet would have a moon with comparative size and
distance ratios, in relation to the sun, that are EXACTLY THE SAME - 400 times smaller, yet
400 times closer??? The chances are infinitesimally small - so small, in fact, as to be
completely implausible. This incredible “coincidence” has astounded scientists and
philosophers for thousands of years.
“The more scientists investigate our universe, the more improbable our existence seems. If
you define a miracle as an infinitely improbable event, then our existence, you might say,
is a miracle.”
I believe that God placed our moon in precisely this position to enable us to explore the
nature of the universe. It is his invitation to discover and learn more about his amazing
creation.

Welcome TO OUR
nEW STUDENTS!
We have had a wonderful start to Term 3, although there is still some sickness around, most
folk are back with enthusiasm. We would like to welcome some new students and their
families to the school. Anna in Year 4 and Theodore in Year 5/6. It’s great to have new
faces in our big school family.

Theodore - Year 5

Anna- Year 4

Our Preps dreaming big!

BOOK FAIR DAY

UP COMING EVENTS…

‘SPRING INTO SPRING’
SEPTEMBER 4TH
SEE FUTURE GENS FOR MORE INFO

TIME AND TALENT AUCTION
SAVE THE DATE - AUGUST 16TH
SEE FUTURE GENS FOR MORE INFO

Student of the week
KINDER
Maya Lockett for giving us a detailed,
confident and and clear explanation of her
gymnastics routine.

Cement Australia Lights on Fire
Saturday, 10 August 2019

PREP
Dominic Carrasco for concentrating and
doing his best work during ‘my place’ time!
Photo: Daydream Photography©

YEAR 1
Ava Lockett for being kind and encouraging
her classmates

Bring your lantern and join the community
walking lantern parade; meeting on the Kings
Park stage, Gilbert Street, Latrobe at 5.55pm
for lighting and briefing, stepping off at
6.00pm to walk to Bells Parade, Latrobe.

YEAR 2
Archie George for super work with learning
how to do ‘Add & Carry’ in class.

On arrival at Bells Parade
be warmed by the mesmerising fire pots;
indulge in chocolate treats and fairy floss, sip a
mug of hot chocolate, try the BBQ delights, join
in the alluring glow stick dances followed by
a chocolate infused singalong with
Gina Timms and Meegan Hughes.

YEAR 3
Nathanael Haidau for working had in
Mathematics.
YEAR 4
The whole class!!!! For all their hard work and
fantastic use of the Golden Rule.
YEAR 5/6
Ethan Burger for learning both Term 3
scriptures. Well done!
YEAR 7
Angelina Wilson and Marie Ellen Haidau for
knowing the Term scripture already! Well
done!
YEAR 8
Sharneesha Riseley for completing her first lot
of scripture for Term 3 &
Liam Rouse for making a great start to the
Term.
YEAR 9
Lauryn Jeffery for a great start to the term
with a ‘Get it done’ attitude
YEAR 10
Gabriella Fish is to be recognised for
"Enthusiastic and valued participation in
class discussions".

Dress warmly.
Free admission.
Stay informed at
www.facebook.com/chocolatewinterfest

ILP’s
This term is 10 weeks and we do not
have any long weekends, so this is a
great opportunity
for students to get some serious study
completed. By tomorrow, each child
from Prep upwards, will receive their
Individual Learning Plan (ILP). This is a
snap shot of what is required for each of
them for Term 3. Remember if all areas
of the ILP are completed, students are
then eligible for Honour Roll at the end
of term. This is not only their academic
studies, but also includes behaviour,
attendance, application and scripture
memorisation. So please encourage
your child to work diligently towards their
ILP. You will receive 2 copies, sign one
and return to class teacher, and keep
the other on the fridge at home as a
reminder of what needs to be achieved.

THROWBACK THURSDAY

Recognise these areas?

Remember that time school got
cancelled? And we all went to the
snow?
See anyone you recognise?

VERSE OF THE WEEK

“But He said to me, 'My grace is sufficient for you, for My power is made perfect in
weakness.’ - 2 Corinthians 12:9-10

PICTURES - WEEK 1

